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in chokher bali, rabindranath tagore, a hero of the world-
wide, feminist and secular renaissance, has a vision of
changing the core messages and attitudes about
women in his realist, essayistic, sentimental novel,
chokher bali. the year 1903, when tagore started the
work of his life, was in many ways a crucial time in
womens history. the year saw the start of the womens
right movement, the birth of the first professional
womens organ, the voice, and the publication of the
famous book by susan b anthony, woman s civil rights, a
how-to-guide for women on how to assert their rights
through political action. tagores novel seeks to
understand and articulate womens feelings of being
trapped in patriarchal domains, their sense of
helplessness and powerlessness. the novel opens with a
brief statement about womens condition in bengalis
society, and attempts to explain why tagore believed
womens condition was so depressing: most of the time
they are used for making tallow candles, feeding the
army, and having babies; and when they are not used
for all these purposes, they are used as slaves by their
husbands or guardians, and if they have no husbands or
guardians, the sons and husbands of their fathers get
them. at all times women are the slaves of their
mothers, fathers, brothers, uncles, and guardians. they
have no freedom and no rights, and they are like
animals in their powerlessness. in addition to this, they
are treated like animals by their husbands and brothers.
indeed, their husbands, brothers, fathers, uncles, and
guardians treat them as though they were wild beasts;
as though they were not human beings, and as though
they had no heart and could be burnt, beaten and
crushed like stones. how is a womans life in all this one
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can well understand from the following incident. a few
years ago, a poor woman gave birth to a son. she was
not very young, and was tired. she was alone. one day
she and her child and his old wetnurse decided to go to
the river. a rich and foolish young man saw them going
down the path. he followed them. as soon as the woman
saw him, she began to tremble and cry. the young man
stood before her, coaxed and entreated her, and tried to
laugh away her tears. but she did not stop crying. then
the young man kicked the woman in the middle of her
stomach, and grabbed her by the hair and dragged her
along the path. and when the woman kept crying and
struggling to get away, he struck her in the middle of
her stomach, and killed her. this was the kind of
treatment the poor woman had to bear, and which she
had been subjected to for all her life.
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an 18-year-old college student chokherbala (rituparno
ghosh) has a difficult time at school as he struggles with

the conflict between his mother who is liberal-minded
and his father who is conservative. one day,

chokherbala observes a man get attacked by dogs in
the street. chokherbala resolves to bring the man back
home to his family and feeds him at the apartment he
lives with his family in. the two men bond over their

shared experiences of a conservative family.photo by
dmytro makusha on unsplash the interest in the novel is
based on the fascinating characters and their setting. it

is a true story, although a fictionalized one. tagores
story is well known among bengalis. while the novel was

popular in the west, the success of the film is assured
from the beginning as the premiere was attended by

thousands in the west and bengali culture. the film has
been referred to as a 'cross between casablanca and the
french riviera.' the music, which is sometimes described
as a symphony, is composed by ravi shankar. the scene
where chokherbala is attacked by dogs is a departure
from the novel but the director has made this scene a

critical scene to understand the character of
chokherbala. the movies second act is an indictment of

bureaucracy and the east bengal railway, an entity
which tagores novel is built on. the themes of love and

betrayal are used to expose the corrupt nature of
society. it is a moralistic film about the impact of the

official government and the ideology of the british.photo
by unifonico on unsplash a college student, chokherbala
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is in love with a british woman, played by the elegant
and beautiful nandita das. the story is set in the early
1940s when britain was still in the throes of the world

war ii. chokherbala leaves for england to avoid the draft
and goes to join the british army. he falls in love with a
young woman in england and makes a commitment to
her. he returns to india and gets married to his bengali
girlfriend, played by malaika arora. at this point in the
film, a twist in the story reveals the complexity of the
human condition. the woman chokherbala loves does
not want to marry him and instead wants a divorce.
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